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Abstrak
 

<i>Since the sexual revolution began in Europe, the sexual discourse i.e. homosexuality, lesbianism,

bisexuality and transexuality could be a scientific discourse and many scholars start doing research this area.

The development of sexual revolution is also bring up the movement of homosexual revolution

communities.

 

This thesis describes and analyzes the Same Sex Marriage Policy in the Netherlands, Belgium and Spain

from the international perspective. The Netherlands is one of the European states which is having a free and

liberal sexual tradition because the government could accommodate the sexual attitude into non-bias gender

policy. The legalization of homosexuality in the Netherlands took by the French through "French

Napoleonic Code at 1811. The code explained that the liberation and marriage of homosexuality is

guarantee by policy. This Code is follow by the Dutch government and they make a non-bias gender policy

such as Same Sex Marriage Policy and also Prostitution Policy. From the democracy theory, it is visible that

the Netherlands have a "Sexual Social Democracy" because they give the tolerance for another aspiration,

expression, the difference and human rights.

 

The liberal democration in the Netherlands, it should be like a pioneer for the other European countries.

After Dutch government legalizes the Same Sex Marriage Policy in 2001, Belgium is also legalizing it in

2003. One of the European countries which is surprised all over the world is Spain. Spain is the country in

the Mediterranean bay which has a strong Catholic tradition, but the Spanish government could

accommodate the homosexual communities with the Same Sex Marriage Policy in 2005. From this point of

view, the Netherlands it should be use a "latent" ideology to marketization their liberal democration. This

pattern is one of the contemporary powers at the global era which is named Soft Power. This power is like a

psychological power because they use values, morals and cultures as a dominant power. The method is to

promote the attractive values and cultures, not with the repression but with the persuasion and

argumentation.

 

The method of this research is descriptive. After describing the whole problems then we analyze it from the

cases. In the mean time, the data's research technique of this thesis is from books, scientific journals,

newspapers, the documents and internet.

 

In brief, this thesis analyzes the Same Sex Marriage Policy in the Netherlands, Belgium and Spain, complete

with the international debates regarding this policy. On chapter 4 and 5, the researcher make a
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differentiation between homosexual communities in Europe and Indonesia, and this differentiation will be a

challenge to advocate them to achieve their rights as a human being.</i>


